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January 27th, 2016 Fajr Class 15

From Ayah 145 new topic is starting which will continue till 165 – that is the end of
the Surah.

Ayah 145 – 165 give advices to Prophet Muhammad SAW and giving him
console;

Divided into six parts:

Part 1 Ayahs 145 – 147 Forbidden things in the Qur’an and the Torah

Say, "I do not find within that which was revealed to me [anything] forbidden to one who would eat it
unless it be a dead animal or blood spilled out or the flesh of swine - for indeed, it is impure - or it be
[that slaughtered in] disobedience, dedicated to other than Allah. But whoever is forced [by necessity],
neither desiring [it] nor transgressing [its limit], then indeed, your Lord is Forgiving and Merciful."

A few things were forbidden and was revealed to prophet Muhammad SAW in
response to the claims of the Jews who had made many things forbidden without any
authority and the list of forbidden things given and also that if there is a life threat
and no food available then even these haraam things are permissible but there should
be no transgression as start enjoying it after fulfilling the basic need.

Anyone who slaughters in anyone’s name other than Allah SWT shows clear
transgression and obedience.

And to those who are Jews We prohibited every animal of uncloven hoof; and of the cattle and the sheep
We prohibited to them their fat, except what adheres to their backs or the entrails or what is joined with
bone. [By] that We repaid them for their injustice. And indeed, We are truthful.
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Allah SWT had forbidden a few animals for the Jews including those with claws and
the fat of the animals like cattle and the sheep except which was very close to the
bones or attached to their backs and not easy to remove then they were allowed to
eat. Allah SWT had made it difficult because of their bad deeds and transgression as
punishment. This is their punishment in this duniya that things are made difficult for
the.

So if they deny you, [O Muhammad], say, "Your Lord is the possessor of vast mercy; but His punishment
cannot be repelled from the people who are criminals."

Prophet Muhammad SAW is being told to say in response to any denial by the yahud
or any disbeliever that your Rabb is the possessor of the most Mercy but at the same
time He SWT punishes the criminal who reject the message of Allah’s messenger.

Part II      Ayahs 148 - 150 Responding to the doubts of the mushrikeen –
giving console to Prophet Muhammad SAW

Those who associated with Allah will say, "If Allah had willed, we would not have associated [anything]
and neither would our fathers, nor would we have prohibited anything." Likewise did those before deny
until they tasted Our punishment. Say, "Do you have any knowledge that you can produce for us? You
follow not except assumption, and you are not but falsifying."

The ayahs are about the doubt of the mushrikeen and its answer;  how much they
defend themselves and justifies their shirk and making things forbidden without any
authority – like weak people that if Allah SWT had willed we would not have
committed any shirk and neither our forefathers – its weak doubt from weak people.
Allah SWT is telling that similarly people from earlier generations denied till they were
punished because of their transgression and disbelieve.

Prophet Muhammad SAW told to say that if they are accusing Allah SWT
(astaghfirullah) for their disbelief then do you have any knowledge and any evidence of
your claims which you can present to justify your wrongdoings and the falsehood.
These are nothing but their guesswork without any knowledge and they have extreme
level of fabrication.
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Say, "With Allah is the far-reaching argument. If He had willed, He would have guided you all."

Further command to Prophet Muhammad SAW to say that to Allah SWT belongs all
the matters and arguments which nothing can challenge and it is far-reaching cutting
all the doubts and nothing can come after it. And if Allah SWT would have willed He
SWT would have guided everyone but His Will is based on His perfect knowledge and
wisdom and He SWT would have known the deserving and then guided them to the
right path.

Say, [O Muhammad], "Bring forward your witnesses who will testify that Allah has prohibited this." And if
they testify, do not testify with them. And do not follow the desires of those who deny Our verses and
those who do not believe in the Hereafter, while they equate [others] with their Lord.

The disbelievers are asked to bring forward all their witnesses who could justify all the
forbidden things and that if Allah SWT would have willed they were guided. Even if
they bring the witness they would also be lying and you also don’t witness with them
means don’t accept what is not given in the Qur’an and the Sunnah and don’t follow
their desires. These people are making association with Allah SWT and making equals
with Him
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